
THE USE OF COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE POLICE FORCE

Computers have become essential to communication within police departments. While specific technological needs vary
by police department.

Data can also help law enforcement recognize crime trends and take appropriate action. Video Recording New
digital video recording technology has made it affordable and practical to provide more officers with cameras,
either in their car or carried on their uniform. Oftentimes, jails are secured using a combination of manual
safeguards, such as bars, keys and heavy doors, along with computer systems that control some of these
safeguards. Rapid Identification Systems The rise of big data has also led to rapid identification systems,
which allow police officers to quickly see the criminal history of individuals through a basic search. That is
why there are criminal justice social workers Data collection in criminal justice helps legal experts in several
ways. In , police forces acquired a record number of robots from the U. Mobile devices can be used to check
the identity or other credentials of individuals at the scene of a crime, as well as recording and tracking vital
data such as vehicle license plates. According to the victim of crime. Continue Reading. Now, sophisticated
dispatch software is used. Robots with police capabilities are also currently being used in China. Computer
Aided Dispatch Years ago, dispatchers used pen and paper and punch cards to keep track of case numbers,
dispatch officers and log calls for service and activity. People pulled over while driving without a license can
still be identified instantly through an in-car computer search. Armed with a laptop, a police officer can take
notes, access records or contact colleagues in other districts, all without leaving a vehicle. Police officers start
out with school, school and more school to be sure that they have received the proper education and training to
ensure the best outcome, both safe and secure, for not only himself but for the Specifically in the Criminal
Justice System, history is a roadmap that is mainly used a way to examine the cause and effect relationship
between policies, laws, and society. We discovered much more than our one option by researching and
reviewing, discussing and commenting, and listening to each other through thoughts and ideas of one another.
Computers are used to hold databases of information, to run sophisticated software that can recognize faces or
identify fingerprints and to connect to the Web, an avenue for communication and a rich source of
intelligence. In the future, security robots that look for suspicious activity and patrol intersections may be
introduced, according to American police experts. Departmental Communication Computers have become
essential to communication within police departments. Consequently, every since our justice system has
become much more open minded. If these technologies sound interesting to you and you have an interest in
protecting the public, a career in criminal justice may be a good fit. While specific technological needs vary by
police department, it is now common for members of police departments to have computers located directly at
their desks or workstations. In general, monitoring tools can help law enforcement ensure more thorough and
accurate reporting during investigations. Sharing Information Computers are an invaluable tool for
communication between individuals, departments and law enforcement agencies. The integration of GPS with
other police systems helps make data more robust, as location services are seamlessly included in reporting.
They need to figure out the person, how they act, what sets them off, what calms them, etc. The first panel
involved many criminal justice related field employees who described who they are and what their role in the
field is. If the subject has any prior arrests, the fingerprints will show a match and instantly provide the
identity of the person the officer is dealing with. Prosecutors and public defenders can access arrest affidavits
and witness information almost instantly as it is input, allowing for more time to prepare for cases. Nothing
ever stays the same for too long. Instead of reacting, these technologies allow law enforcement to be more
proactive. In-car computers, as well as mobile devices with apps that enable report writing on tablets,
smartphones, and other handheld computers, provide benefits including: Decreased errors in grammar and
spelling due to manual input, including misspelling of people's names or missing key information Ability to
instantly upload reports to online police systems to make processing more efficient Automatic backup of
reports, which eliminates burden of loss, damage, or theft of manual reports Instant note-taking to improve
accuracy of scene recording Ability to work immediately anywhere, without having to return to the office for
reporting In-car computers enable accurate data gathering on the scene, so law enforcement officers can spend
more time in the field and away from an office. Computers make mass storage possible, and enable giant
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online databases that can accurately ID suspects anywhere in the country. This information can include details
of incident reports, criminals' descriptions, fingerprints and other identifying marks. Other police departments
around the country have also adopted that integrated information and management system for policing.
Records and Online Databases Police organizations have also come to rely on computers as a form of record
keeping and as a means of connecting police information from one department with information from another
department. Arrest reports are increasingly required to be typed. It takes a lot of schooling and you also have
to be a special agent for up to 3 years before even thinking of becoming a profiler. Knowing is only half of the
equation, we must use that information to develop and improve, so that we can take a better path in the future.
This list goes on with careers and opportunities into the criminal justice field with education and learning,
promotions and raises at every door. Criminal law is a complex interaction between criminal procedures and
the sanctions that are imposed on individuals for breaking the law These events include two panels and one
presentation. Research and Detective Work With access to nearly limitless stores of information online, police
detectives can use Internet resources to quickly find out facts and information regarding specific cases.


